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THESYSTEM
No matter what you've read so far, few will dispute that they
are children of LICHT and not TINE. And in this case, LIGHT is short
for enlightenment because all civilized religious writtings are too
enlighten you or they are concepts in attitudes because there is a need
so that one can become children of' TIME.
lf you do not understand what you have read so far, then you are
children of LICHT and TIME is only a reference point and not a science.
If' one believes in this Bible and trys to practice these attitudes,
anyone knows that when you go to church on SUNDAY, you are giving your
spirituel strength to the Goddess ISIS, which is alleged to be witchcraft
to the civilized christian.
The christian Bible clearly dictates the times when _ra believer is
È tinte?. in scripture but it is presented in Ancient Isrealítíe
mathematical equation because Isrealities do not go by the Bible because
they knew their Clan and tribe which qualifies them to another set of
rituals, songs, dances, and writtings and legends. The Bible was written
for these individuels who do not know their Clan and tribe.
"A THOUSAND YEARS IS A DAY TO THE LORD."
66.298357 days. to bring this down to humans who are not Gods or Goddess’s, divide by lO= 6.6298357 days in TIPE. Because
you are children of LIGHT and not TINE, we must put in the TIPE that LIÚHT travels so it will be LIGHT time.
6.666 days.
So every 6th. day and 16 hours , you are to go to church. According
to legend, the first church service was held at highnoon, so every sixth
day, l2:OOP.M„ orb: ODA .M or8:OOP .M. which goes forever in this system,
youare to .go to church, according to the Bible.
. If you or your spiritual leader does not understand this , then you
are both in trouble.

